36	LIFE OF LORD OXFORD AND ASQUITH
1870-1874 and during those worst mauvaw qmvta d'heure of a Balliol Under*
Age 18-21 gjaflflate when &$ fc^ t0 w&d his weekly essay aloud to the Master,
was continuous arid its influence lasting*  One of tho central articles
of Jowett'a creed was that want of worldly success is no necessary
index of spiritual distinction : that rational ambition fa a merit and
not a stigma : and that the intellectual flower of the nation should
direct its destinies.   The Master's influence was not needed to
implant this doctrine in Asquith—he held it already—but inter*
course with Jowett no doubt confirmed its hold on him* The young
man had no more respect than his mentor for the ** fugitive and
cloistered virtue/* which " filinkR out of the race " and shrinks from
the " dust and heat/* He never could understand how an intelligent
man should not desire the capacity to influence evente—the bigger
the events the better—or fail to rejoice in its exorcise*  A further
bond of sympathy between them was the strongly practical bent
which they shared*    Asquith recoiled from ideology and had no
taste for speculation,  Ho was keenly interested in the workability
of institutions; hardly at all in their abstract symmetry or per-
fection, Jowett, similarly, disclosed in later life a capacity for pure
business for which a life dedicated to the study of Platonism and
theology had hardly prepared the world.   Again, the two men
shared a prejudice against obscurity of expression and a conviction
that it results, in nine cases out of ten, not from profound but from
muddled thinking*   This prejudice it was perhaps, and this con-
viction, which made Asquith, notwithstanding an ardent admiration
for Thomas Hill Green, a lukewarm student {though an unimpeach-
able examinee) in the sphere of philosophy-   The " fuliginous
jargon " of those who sat at the feet of that great teacher was, to a
mind which loved strong daylight, alien and suspect*  He saw in it a
convenient veil for intellectual charlatanism; and an unpromising
instrument for the attainment of truth;   unless metaphyeio is
indeed, as the cynics declare, tho " search of a blind man in a dark
room for a black hat which is not there M—« view to which Asquith
may at times have inclined.  Actually no one ever discovered what
views, if any> he held about the Ultimate and tho Absolute.  Prob-
ably he considered that most speculations on these subjects were
a beating of the air.   The treacherous region in which premises are
almost lacking and conclusions unverifiable was not congenial to
him.    He  watched  from  afar  and  without  enthusiasm the
" ghostly ballet of bloodless categories/' while his friend Haldane
surveyed it with smiling seat from the wings, and almost ogled
the performers.

